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Technology has changed various spheres of manâ€™s life. Computers and internet are now common in
almost every institution and even in homes. Web applications use web browsers like Mozilla,
Internet explorer etc to run. The program resides on the web servers and not on a PC. Users
interact with these web applications and they respond to the request of the users. With the web
application development, many advantages are there. The very first thing to notice is the reduction
in the business costs. With these applications data is kept secured and backup can be taken with
ease. With these applications services are available the entire time, 24 hours of a day and the entire
7 days in a week.

Nowadays mobile phones have become too much popular and thus the relevance of Mobile
application development is genuine. The mobile application eases the life of people and makes the
things to be done with pace. The real favor is to people belonging to the business class. Many of the
major tasks are facilitated by the mobile applications. Also these applications avails entertainment
and fun as various games can be uploaded with the handsets. These games can be easily played
and the superb graphics with rich user interface is the additional advantage. As Android is an open
source platform, Android application development is also striking the market.  Android can be
handled and implemented easily and also it is fast. The only thing is that the android developer must
be proficient in java language.

Iphones are really one among the most exciting and dynamic segments of Smartphone industry.
The capability of iPhone application development to bring in more and more interesting and thrilling
applications has kept this section with a sky high demand. Now also a great share in the market is
enjoyed by iPhone even though, enough competitors are there in the field. 
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